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Why do states design the 
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Why do the agreements 
generate the outcomes they 
generate?



Existing Answers



•Institutions vs. no institutions

•Rose (2003, 2004), Gowa and Kim (2005), Goldstein, 
Rivers and Tomz (2007) and Tomz, Goldstein and 
Rivers (2007), Mansfield and Reinhardt (2008)
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•Institutional characteristics

•Hicks and Kim (2010) on credible commitment
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20th Century Developments
•Transport technologies (Hummels 2007, Rauch 1999)

•Favored trade over longer distance

•Favored trade of differentiated products 

•Market failures

•Regulatory conflicts with more distant/heterogeneous 
partners

•Under-protection of differentiated products in 
industries
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Hypotheses
•If trade agreements among more distant and 

heterogeneous partners include provisions for 
regulatory coordination, they will increase trade more.

•If trade agreements among trade partners with larger 
manufacturing exports include provisions for protection 
of intellectual property, they will increase trade more.



Sample and Data
•GATT/WTO-notified non-plurilateral agreements

•Interaction between provision and dyad characteristics

•Provisions: 0 / 1 / 2

•Heterogeneity: ln(distance) X GDPpc divergence

•Intraindustry: (Ximanufacture/Xitotal) X (Xjmanufacture/Xjtotal)



Modeling
•Mansfield and Reinhardt (2008)

•Heteroskedastic regression with directed-dyad and year 
FEs, standard errors clustering on directed-dyads

•Controls

•Polity, sites of armed conflicts, GDP, GDP per capita, 
currency union, joint GATT/WTO membership



Results I: Labor Provisions
•Effects of 10% increase in distance on heterogeneous 

partners by labor provision:

•Without provisions: no effect ⬆

•With extensive provision: ⬆.8% volume; ⬆ volatility



Results II: IPR Protection
•Effects of 10% increase in combined relative 

manufacture exports by partners by IPR provision:

•Without provisions: no effect⬆

•With extensive provision: ⬆4.5% volume; no volatility 
effect



Conclusion
•A unifying explanation of phenomena surrounding trade 

agreements

•Account for the historical evolution of trade agreements

•The scope of markets vs. the scope of governance
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